NXPowerLite for Microsoft Exchange
Reduce email server storage and shrink your backups
NXPowerLite software automatically reduces email storage space by replacing large PDF,
Microsoft Office, JPEG and TIFF file attachments with smaller optimized versions.

The Problem
Exchange databases expand rapidly, with the average employee
emailing both more documents and larger documents than ever
before. Many of the files that are emailed by users are imageheavy files (.pdf, docx, .pptx) and images (.jpg, .tif) that don’t
compress well, because they contain already compressed data.

The Solution
NXPowerLite automatically finds and reduces large PDF, Microsoft
Office, JPEG and TIFF file attachments in the Exchange store using
our proven file optimization engine. Adding NXPowerLite to your
toolbox is an easy and effective way to keep your Exchange
database as small as possible, making it simpler to manage.

Key Benefits
Extend email server life
Get full value from your hardware investment – optimizing files
makes sure you get more years’ service from your servers.

Control storage growth
Run regularly NXPowerLite reduces new attachments, slowing down
the rate of growth, keeping the database manageable and giving you
time to plan effectively for expansion.

Shorten backup & recovery windows
Reducing the size of source files shrinks your backup, shortening
backup windows making sure they complete out of hours.

Reduce managed backup costs
Reducing your Exchange database means you have less to backup,
which cuts managed backup costs.

Improve email responsiveness
Smaller email attachments mean quicker load and send times when
users request or forward their emails.

Migrate less data
Optimizing email attachments before you migrate reduces the
amount of data to move, and minimises the space consumed on your
new device.

“NXPowerLite is
excellent software
for optimising files
to dramatically
reduce storage”
Caerphilly County Council

Reports
NXPowerLite generates comprehensive reports detailing
how storage was being used and the savings obtained by
optimizing email attachments.

Works with Windows Task Scheduler
To make it easy to run NXPowerLite at
convenient or low-traffic times, it is fully
compatible with Windows task scheduler
meaning you can 'Start' or 'Stop' the service
from other events. NXPowerLite will remember
where it was stopped, and resume smoothly
from where it left off.

Status

Connects via Exchange Web Services

The status bar will tell you how many files have
been optimized, how much space has been
reclaimed and how long it has been running.

NXPowerLite connects to Exchange via the Exchange
Web Services (EWS) API, and uses our proven
optimization engine to ensure email attachments are
safely and efficiently reduced.

“NXPowerLite is a really robust, amazing product which offers great
value for money. It was exactly what I was looking for.”
Arc Legal Assistance Ltd.

System requirements
Compatible with any of the Microsoft Windows
environment detailed below:
 Microsoft Exchange Server 2010 (R2)
 Microsoft Exchange Server 2013
Requires .NET version 3.5 – 4.5 installed.

Languages

Supported file types







Microsoft® Word documents (Word 97-2013)
Microsoft® Excel® spreadsheets (Excel 97-2013)
Microsoft® PowerPoint® presentations
(PowerPoint 97-2013)
All PDF files (except PDF Portfolios)
JPEG images
TIFF images (uncompressed TIFFs only)

English
For further information, prices or evaluation software, contact us on:

+44 (0)207 424 8700 (UK) or +1-877-843-3503(US)
Alternatively, contact your local software reseller or visit www.neuxpower.com
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